
NAIL 3.0 — Apply the knowledge and the skills needed to perform natural nail care 
service. (Understanding Technical terminology will be accessed in commutation with Judge 
throughout the basic Manicure) Complete a Basic Manicure on Both hands with the 
addition of application of red nail color (Practical skills) 160Points out of 1000 
        Contestants #__________ 
 
 
Describe natural nail care services including a basic manicure and add-on services and results that can be obtained 
through these services  
Be prepared to answer questions from the judges for the following competency  
 

1. Propose a service or combination of services for specific client needs  
2. Describe a basic manicure and additional services  
3. Describe the results that can be obtained through these services  

Describe home care products and the results of their use  
1. Prescribe needed home care products and their purposes  
2. Describe the results that can be obtained by using these products obtained through these  

 
Oral assessment through questions from Judges  

Competencies   Total Points gained  
Knowledge of key terminology  0-10  
Understand of procedure  0-10  
Understanding of products  0-10  
Understanding of results of the use of products  
 

0-10  

Performance of the natural Nail Care with Polish    
Remove polish and perform a visual analysis of the hands and nails 0-10  
File and shape nails to the agreed-upon length and shape? 0-10  
Place hand in fingerbowl to soak and repeat filing and shaping on the 
second hand? 

0-5  

Remove firsthand and dry, then place second hand in fingerbowl? 0-5  

Apply cuticle cream, push back cuticles and nip, if necessary? 0-5  

Clean under free edge? 0-5  
Remove second hand and dry brush nails on the first hand, and then 
repeat cuticle care on the second hand? 

0-5  

Apply massage lotion to client’s entire hand, wrist, and lower arm? 0-5  

Perform hand, arm massage, and repeat massage on the second hand? 0-20  

Remove lotion from nail plates? 0-5  
Apply base coat? 0-10  
Nail color ( Red) 2 coats  0-5  
Top Coat  0-10  
Presentation of the finish manicure  0-20  
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